One contribution of 21 to a theme issue 'DNA as information' .
Translation of 'Systematization of Codons in the Genetic Code In [1] it was shown that sixteen diletter roots of the genetic code decay in two octets, a strong and a weak one (see table 1 in [1] ). However, the order of roots in each octet stays arbitrary. In this article we will show that it is possible to define a canonical order of roots in each octet using additional information about the chemical structure of amino acids (see Let us notice that STOP signal that is encoded by the weak root UA (and usually denoted as (-)) is in the first class of imino acids now. Thus we obtain a canonical order of roots in the weak octet. However, the order of roots in the weak octet induces an order of roots in the strong octet.
Indeed, after the permutation CG UA AU GU weak roots become strong and vice versa.
We can represent the information contained in tables in the following way: 
